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Abstract. The large variety of students in a class makes the teaching task complex, making it difficult for the teacher to personalise learning to each student. Since students should be at the centre of the educational process, it is necessary to know them better, so this study aims to explore the possibilities of using a camera for emotion recognition (ER) with a view to the potential use of this information to improve the teaching-learning process. To accomplish the aim it is previously necessary to develop and apply code capable of detecting faces, ER and transfer this data into a database for further analysis, which consists of establishing the first approximations to the relationship between students’ emotions and other conditions (subject, time of day, academic performance). By monitoring the emotional state of students, if used properly, can improve educational processes, such as the teacher's decision-making in the classroom, as well as optimise attention to students, adjusting their methodology or focusing on a specific student.
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1 Introduction

Teaching is a very complex, intellectually and emotionally demanding activity. Teachers have to deal with many students with increasingly heterogeneous profiles, as well as mastering their subject and teaching methodologies. Today, when it is so important that learners should be at the centre of the educational process, it is necessary to know them better. [1] Raised the importance of considering the people being taught, being sensitive to the characteristics of the students at the right time. Effective teachers have methods of getting to know their students’ thoughts and feelings, which allows them to address their needs and can enhance the learning experience [2]. We believe that in this arduous task, technology can be an ally.

The challenges for teachers require the development of new strategies and tools to address them. In this pilot study, we proposed it would be useful to have artificial intelligence (AI)-based cameras to identify students’ emotions in the classroom,
process the data, and provide feedback to the teacher. Before widespread implementation in the educational environment, we must investigate the possibilities of this new technology from an educational point of view, to explore whether it is a useful resource for teachers and students, with the ultimate aim of improving the teaching and learning process. Specifically, having information on the emotional state of students in a systematic and objective way would allow teachers to make better decisions about their practice, such as planning and adjusting their methodology or catering for individual students. On the other hand, we must weigh up the difficulties or drawbacks, such as economic and ethical ones.

To accomplish this, we developed a code capable of detecting faces, captured by the digital camera Intel RealSense Depth Camera LiDAR L515), identifying and analysing their facial expressions to categorise them into primary emotions and transferring this data into a database for a subsequent statistical analysis. The analysis of the emotions data comprises establishing the first approximations to the relationship between students’ emotions and other conditions (subject, time of day, academic performance), in order to explore the potential use of this information to improve the teaching-learning process.

A system that monitors students’ emotions by detecting their facial expressions and how they interact with the classroom context is currently happening in Hangzhou No. 11 High School, in China. However, placing a camera with this emerging technology as a tool for educational improvement in a secondary school classroom is something new in our cultural context.

1.1 Background

To improve understanding of the educational potential of using emotional recognition cameras, it is useful to introduce several concepts and background information related to emerging technologies, classification of emotions and emotion recognition.

Emerging Technologies. In the current context, affected by the pandemic of COVID-19 pandemic causing restrictions on social interaction and even confinements, we are even more aware of the importance of technology in our daily lives [3]. Soon, classrooms could have integrated technologies beyond the use of devices. We could equip them with a photo or video camera that allows teachers to detect the emotions expressed in real-time by students and thus know how they relate to the teaching-learning process. This massive use of technology shows the impressive advances in recent decades and has become popular, when before it only existed in the most advanced industry. Therefore, artificial intelligence (AI), augmented reality (AR), Internet of Things (IoT), Big data, among others, are increasingly merging with everyday life, the so-called Fourth Industrial Revolution [4]. Thus, a large amount of data (big data) about people is collected from devices, which feed AI. In the same way we did in this, monitoring and collecting data from students through the camera device.
**Emotions.** [5], [6] argues that emotions are dynamic bodily dispositions that are at the basis of actions and that they found all human action on an emotion, thus emotions open up a space of possible actions to be performed. [7] The different emotions and thus different facial expressions are linked to distinct patterns of autonomic nervous system activity, which evoke a rather specific response in observers. Emotions can be divided as primary emotions, according to [8] into six different categories: happiness, sadness, surprise, disgust, anger and fear, plus neutral emotion. In fact, if we also consider secondary emotions, the ones that are reactive emotions to the primary emotions, then there are more complex emotions. The facial expression is the most important affective cue and correlates well with the body and voice [9]. The forehead and eyebrows, the eyes and eyelids and mouth are responsible for its manifestation on the face [10]. In this article we have used this classification as a basis for the creation of the code.

**Emotions in academic context.** Understanding students’ emotions, especially during the classroom time, can help to improve the positive classroom emotional climate towards promoting academic achievement [11]. A recent systematic review [12] about academic emotions, students’ emotions experienced in achievement and academic contexts [13], and the effects on learning, showed that, compared with negative academic emotions, positive academic emotions may be more effective at improving certain aspects of learning effects, especially in high school and college students.

**Emotion Recognition (ER).** In the last decade, many studies have been conducted to understand the influence of emotions in education. There are several methods that help to make the global knowledge base measurable, as well as to ER, facial expression, posture, speech, from images or video frames [14], body language and skeleton motion, mobile device-based ER [15].

Having data such as the emotions of the students can help the teacher to make more accurate decisions about their teaching and attention to the student. There are models for decision making that emphasise the importance of having data. Data-driven decision making (DDDM) comprises systematic collection and use of many forms of data from a range of sources to improve student performance [16]; [17].

ER is important for the interaction between human and artificial intelligence, although there is a lot of data and label information for training [18]. It usually required a large amount of training dataset to obtain effective performance, with the design of the infrastructure of the system being the key to the effectiveness of student assessment [18].

2 Method

A pilot study was chosen because it allows us to approach a problem that has been less or not investigated at all. In our case, exploring whether emotional detection
cameras for students has potential for the education process is a topic that has not been researched in our context.

The general aim is to explore the possibilities of using a camera for ER, with a view to the potential use of this information to improve the teaching-learning process. The first aim is to explore the emergence of students' emotions in the classroom context through the use of the camera facial recognition and emotional processing. The second aim is to explore the data provided and processed, for example, the relationship between students' emotions and subjects, students' emotions and time of day and students' emotions and their academic performance. Is the data obtained useful for the improvement of the teaching-learning process?

The methodology followed the User Centered Design (UCD), planning and analysing data, designing the sequence, developing, testing and revising. The participants were not randomly selected and were carried out in a natural classroom context. The study is a five-week longitudinal study, which is the most convenient way to capture students' emotions at various points in time. The first week was a test, so data was not counted for the statistical analysis. The camera was placed in two subjects, in Mathematics and Chemical classes.

To do this, it was necessary to carry out a previous task, the development of a code capable of detecting and identifying faces, analysing facial expressions and interpreting them as emotions.

The context of the classroom where the samples were taken and the data extracted with the camera, is a classroom with windows on one side, although there are also artificial light, fluorescent type; the blackboard is digital with white background. The classroom is of 23 students sitting at individual tables. At the time the samples were taken, the ambient temperature was between 18 and 24 degrees Celsius, it was the autumn of 2021. The classroom is not in the main building of the school, is located in the courtyard, in prefabricated barracks. During the lessons there is hardly any noise as in the classroom and at the adjacent classrooms the learners are high school students.

2.1 Resources

2.1.1 Programming Code

Below we will briefly describe the process of creating the code. The programming software chosen was Python, as computer scientists recommend it for new programmers because it is a powerful programming language, intuitive, with a clear syntax and works on Windows, Linux and IOS (Mac).

To facilitate programming, a code editor (IDEs) is needed to create and execute the code. Usually, an IDE is composed of a code editor, automation tools and a debugger. The IDE chosen was PyCharm, from the company JetBrains24. We used Azure Face for ER, but the face detection and identification was done with OpenCV, because the identifications with Azure gave us some errors.

We must access the Emotion API using the Microsoft Azure Emotion Recognition Tool. To connect to the Emotion API we needed a key and an endpoint, which are
two identifiers provided by Azure in this process. Then uploaded a face photo and Azure analysed the emotions. The result was displayed in the most convenient format, in our case in an Excel file.

Using PyCharm, we could program a code in Python, incorporating the additional packages of the libraries to achieve the following tasks:

- To take pictures with the camera of several students.
- To take photos captured by the camera and put them in folders in the file directory, using Python.
- To identify the faces in each photograph, again using Python and the packages.
- Once the faces are known, each one must be assigned to a student.
- Then these pictures of each student’s face are analysed on Azure.
- The Azure platform reports face emotion.
- Using Python, it saves the information to the directory.
- Finally, process and analyse the data obtained.

In order to be able to detect faces with the code we used the CascadeClassifier function of cv2, which implements a method called Haar Cascades. To identify faces we used the function through the Local Binary Patterns Histograms method.

**Fig. 1.** Graphic. Workflow diagram

### 2.1.2 Devices

It needs a high performance camera with video recording capability connected to a laptop computer ready to run the required programs. The camera selected is an Intel RealSenseTM LiDAR L515. Its technical characteristics are:

- Depth capture from 0.25 to 9 m, up to 30 FPS5 at 1024*768 (XGA).6
- 2MP RGB7 camera
- Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU).
- Image capture up to 30 FPS colour at 1920*1080 (FHD9)
- Class 1 laser

It is an Intel RealSense LiDAR L515, high resolution, small and energy efficient. Its dimensions are 6.1 cm in diameter and 2.6 cm in height, with a weight of 100 g. It includes a tripod that makes it easy to place anywhere.

![Camera INTEL RealSense](image)

RealSense is a set of 3D depth and acquisition cameras. These cameras can produce digital images and depth maps, using LiDAR technology. LiDAR is an optical technology that allows knowing the distance from a point to a surface or object by means of a fast scanning laser. It works by bouncing points of light off objects and measures the time it takes for the laser to travel back and forth from the camera to the object.

Intel claims that the Realsense L515 camera is the smallest laser telemetry device in the world. It has a very low power consumption, but is capable of a scanning range between 0.25 and 9 metres.

It creates a 3D map, or "dot plot" of everything that is around its sensor. This feature is not applicable for this study, since the objective is to take pictures and analyse them, not to make 3D images of the environment.

It has an internal processor that manages to capture moving objects with a minimum blur, which allows recognition of gestures and hand tracking. It has infrared ray vision, normal vision and night vision.

### 2.2 Experimental procedure

The camera was placed in the front row of the classroom, focusing directly on the two students. The first week was for adaptation to the camera and the photographs taken were discarded for analysis.

The camera detects students’ faces and takes a picture when the face is detected, then identifies the face and matches it to a student. It must save these faces in
personalised folders, for detecting the facial expressions of each photographed face, then relate the facial expression to the emotion.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 3.** Graphic. Process overview

### 2.3 Participants

Twenty-two high school students (non-compulsory secondary education) from a classroom at a Secondary school in Cambrils (Catalonia, Spain) volunteered to participate in the study. Because they are minors and the camera could capture their image within the classroom, the informed consent in writing was given to the family, the signature being essential to start the study.

![Students](image)

**Fig. 4.** Students involved
The external conditions during the beginning of the experiment, mainly measured by the COVID-19, made that finally, the pilot study was carried out with only two students. They are both 17-year-old male students.

The teachers involved as volunteers were two females from the subjects of Mathematics and Chemical respectively. They were adequately informed and signed the informed consent.

2.4 Data analysis method

From the primary data obtained from the camera, we proceeded to perform statistical analysis using the Excel program and the open program JASP 0.16. We explored the data by making descriptive analysis, correlations among the different emotions, analysis of the emotions presented in each student in two different subjects (Maths and Chemical) and the time of day.

3 Results

The code was developed and worked correctly. It allowed us to detect and photograph faces with a digital camera in the classroom. Once the face is detected, it is identified with the corresponding pupil and stored in one of the two separate folders for each student. The emotion of each photographed face is then recognised. For example, results after the analysis of one picture:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anger</th>
<th>Compept</th>
<th>Disgust</th>
<th>Fear</th>
<th>Happiness</th>
<th>Sadness</th>
<th>Surprise</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Example of the result of the emotions’ analysis of a picture.
Finally, the results can be viewed in Excel tables, which can be analysed, and then the second aim was achieved.

Next we will focus on the second aim, which is to explore the data obtained, 174,550 photographs have been taken over the four weeks (those of the test week are not included). These photographs are the ones taken by the camera in the classroom with a 20% confidence in the identification of the faces. Once the second filter was passed, set at 65% confidence, 27,209 were left, which are the ones that have been analysed to know the emotions.

Regarding the interpreted face images, captured throughout 28 sessions, student A has a total of 9,363 images (34,416%) and student B, 17,842 (65,584%). The difference in the number of identified photographs between the students is because student A will take part in three sessions less and for the different posture and movements of each one. There are sessions in which the quantity is similar (352 and 264) and others that are very different (67 and 939). In Mathematics there were 9,884 images (36,332%) and in Chemical 17,319 (63,668%).

The most commonly recognized emotion was neutral, followed by happiness in all of them. The neutral emotion is expected mostly in the classroom situation. What is to be evaluated is the recognition of characteristics of another emotion, although with a much lower percentage.

We chose to apply non-parametric tests because Levene's test was significant (p<0.05) suggesting a violation of the equal variance assumption, and the result of Kolmorov's test suggests non-normal distribution.

Relationships among emotions. Correlation bivariate analysis is performed between all emotion records. Spearman's correlations (see Table 1) showed significant relationships between almost all the different emotions, in the positive and negative sense, being of small or medium intensity. The strongest correlation was negative between happiness and neutral (r=-8.848, p<0.001), followed by the negative correlation between happiness and sadness (r=-0.48, p<0.001), the positive correlation between anger and disgust (r=0.356, p<0.001) and between fear and surprise (r=0.35, p<0.001). The remaining correlations were of small intensity.

Differences between students. The Mann-Whitney test indicated large U and significant differences (p<0.001) in all emotions, except fear, between the two students (see Table 2). The effect sizes were small.

Further analysis indicated that the median differences are extremely small according to the Hodges-Lehmann parameter (see Table 3). There were differences between medians in happiness, sadness and neutral. Thus, student A scored lower (Mdn=0.100) than student B (Mdn=0.200) on happiness (U=7.922e+7, p<0.001); student A scored higher (Mdn=0.100) than student B (Mdn=0) in sadness (U=8.839e+7, p<0.001); and in neutral emotion, student A scored lower (Mdn=96.3) than student B (Mdn=95.7), U=8.590e+7, p<0.001).
Table 1. Spearman’s Correlations among emotions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Anger</th>
<th>Contempt</th>
<th>Disgust</th>
<th>Fear</th>
<th>Happiness</th>
<th>Sadness</th>
<th>Surprise</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Anger</td>
<td>Spearman’s rho</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Contempt</td>
<td>Spearman’s rho</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Disgust</td>
<td>Spearman’s rho</td>
<td>0.312</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Fear</td>
<td>Spearman’s rho</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Happiness</td>
<td>Spearman’s rho</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Sadness</td>
<td>Spearman’s rho</td>
<td>0.317</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.504</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Surprise</td>
<td>Spearman’s rho</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>0.907E-04</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0.312</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 3. Descriptive Statistics about emotions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Anger</th>
<th>Contempt</th>
<th>Disgust</th>
<th>Fear</th>
<th>Happiness</th>
<th>Sadness</th>
<th>Surprise</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>9363</td>
<td>17842</td>
<td>9363</td>
<td>17842</td>
<td>9363</td>
<td>17842</td>
<td>9363</td>
<td>17842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>0,000</td>
<td>0,000</td>
<td>0,000</td>
<td>0,000</td>
<td>0,100</td>
<td>0,200</td>
<td>0,100</td>
<td>0,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0,000</td>
<td>0,000</td>
<td>0,000</td>
<td>0,000</td>
<td>0,000</td>
<td>0,000</td>
<td>0,000</td>
<td>0,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>67,900</td>
<td>69,400</td>
<td>83,100</td>
<td>67,600</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>94,700</td>
<td>99,900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2. Independent samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>W</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Hodges-Lehmann Estimate</th>
<th>Rank-Biseral Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>9.021E+10</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>2.300E-05</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contempt</td>
<td>8.965E+07</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>4.680E-05</td>
<td>0.073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disgust</td>
<td>8.405E+07</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>5.233E-05</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>8.347E+07</td>
<td>0.696</td>
<td>-2.040E-05</td>
<td>-7.252E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>7.922E+07</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>-4.327E-05</td>
<td>-0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>8.839E+07</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>5.475E-05</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surprise</td>
<td>8.705E+07</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>3.337E-05</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>8.590E+07</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>5.634E-05</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For the Mann-Whitney test, effect size is given by the rank biseral correlation.

**Differences between subjects.** There are no significant differences in the variables of contempt, disgust, fear between the two subjects, Maths and Chemical. Statistically, there is a significant difference in the anger, happiness and surprise variables but when interpreted considering other parameters such as confidence intervals and effect size, we conclude that there is no useful significance. The sadness variable shows a significant difference (W=1277e+7, p<0.001) with a small effect size (0.184). (see Table 4). The sadness score in Mathematics was higher (M=1,71, SD=5,1) than in Chemical (M=0,663, SD=2,9).

### Table 4. Emotions in Subjects (Maths & Chemical). Independent Samples T-Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>W</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Hodges-Lehmann Estimate</th>
<th>Rank-Biseral Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>1.145E+07</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>6.875E-05</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contempt</td>
<td>1.082E+07</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td>6.529E-05</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disgust</td>
<td>1.079E+07</td>
<td>949</td>
<td>5.583E-05</td>
<td>1.809E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>1.078E+07</td>
<td>0.662</td>
<td>-8.055E-05</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>1.050E+07</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>-3.760E-05</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>1.277E+07</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>6.562E-05</td>
<td>0.184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surprise</td>
<td>9.894E+06</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>-2.252E-05</td>
<td>-0.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>1.046E+07</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>-0.031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For the Mann-Whitney test, effect size is given by the rank biseral correlation.
Note: Mann-Whitney U test.
Emotions and time of the day

Fig. 7. Emotions during class time (Student A)

Fig. 8. Emotions during class time (Student B)
We obtained differences in the occurrence of all emotions according to class time (8:30am, 12pm, 1pm, 2pm). The graphical representation is presented in table 5 for student A, and table 6 for student B.

**Anger.** According to the Kruskal-Wallis test, there were significant differences in the anger variable by time of the day ($H=26.536, p<0.001$). The post hoc analysis, using the Bonferroni correction, indicated significant differences according to the time of day, specifically: between 8:30 am and 2 pm (<0.001), between 12 pm and 2 pm ($p=0.003$) and between 1 pm and 2 pm ($p=0.004$). The highest anger score occurred at 8:30am (M=0.089, SD=1.836), followed by 1pm (m=0.046, SD=0.276), 12pm (0.039, SD=0.382) and the lowest at 2pm (M=0.020, SD=0.147).

Student B also obtained significant differences in anger ($H=27.333, p<0.001$). Differences in anger were observed between 8:30am and 12pm (<0.001) and between 8:30am and 2pm (<0.001), being higher at 8:30am (M=0.049, SD=1.557) compared to 12pm (M=0.010, SD=0.151) and 2pm (M=0.030, SD=1.032).

**Contempt.** We found significant differences in contempt by time of day ($H=13.519, p=0.004$) according to the Kruskal-Wallis test. Dunn's post hoc analysis of comparisons, with Bonferroni correction, indicated differences between 8:30 am and 2 pm ($p=0.003$). The contempt score at 8:30am is lower (M=0.291, SD=1.087) than at 2 pm (M=0.481, SD=2.715). The contempt score at 8:30am is lower (M=0.291, SD=1.087) than at 2pm (M=0.481, SD=2.715).

In the same way, student B obtained significant differences in contempt ($H=73.533, p<0.001$). They were observed differences in almost all pairs of comparisons: between 8:30am and 12pm ($p<0.001$) and 2pm ($p<0.001$); between 12pm and 1pm and 2pm (both with $p<0.001$) and between 1pm and 2pm ($<0.001$). The highest score was at 2pm (M=0.422, SD=4091), followed by 12pm (M=0.363, S=2121), 1pm (M=0.172, SD=1266), the lowest is at 8:30am (M=0.123, SD=0.859).

**Disgust.** The Kruskal-Wallis test indicated significant differences in disgust by time of day ($H=17.763, p<0.001$). Dunn's post hoc Dunn's comparisons analysis indicates that there are differences by time of day between several pairs of times: between 8:30am and 1pm (p<0.001), between 12am and 2pm (p<0.001) and between 1pm and 2pm (p<0.001), with Bonferroni correction. The highest disgust score occurred at 1pm (M=0.167, SD=1.810), followed by 8:30am (M=0.017, SD=0.564), 12pm (M=0.004, SD=0.045) and 2pm (M=0.003, SD=0.029). In contrast, student B did not show significant differences for the disgust emotion across classes ($H=3553, p=0.314$).

**Fear.** According to the Kruskal-Wallis test, there were significant differences in the variable fear according to time of day ($H=31.679, p<0.001$). Dunn's comparison analysis, using the Bonferroni correction, indicated differences between various pairs of hours: between 8:30am and 1pm (p<0.001), and 1pm (p<0.001), between 12am and 1pm (p=0.001), and between 1pm and 2pm (p=0.001) and between 1pm and 2pm (p<0.001). The highest fear score was at 1 pm (M=0.017, SD=0.086), followed by
12pm (M=0.006, SD=0.066). At 2 pm and 8:30 am they have the same score (M=0.003). On the contrary, student B did not obtain significant differences for the fear emotion during the day (H=6.177, p=0.103).

**Happiness.** There were significant differences in the happiness variable according to the time of day (H=120.185, p<0.001) by the Kruskal-Wallis test. Dunn's post hoc analysis of comparisons with Bonferroni correction, indicated differences between all pairs of hours: between 8:30 am and 12 pm (p=0.005), 1 pm (p<0.001), and 2 pm (p=0.03); between 12 pm and 1 pm (p<0.001) and 2 pm (p<0.001); between 1 pm and 2 pm (p<0.001). The highest happiness score occurred at 1 pm (M=42.515, SD=46.833), followed by 2 pm (M=26.747, SD=41.083), 8:30 am (M=22.141, SD =38.054) and finally, the one at 12 pm (M=20.768, SD=37.684).

Student B also showed significant differences in happiness throughout class time (H=101.324, p<0.001). We observed differences between almost all the hours compared: between 8:30 and 12pm, 1pm and 2pm (all with p<0.001 level); between 12pm and 2pm (p=0.001) and between 1pm and 2pm (p<0.001). The highest score occurred at 2pm (M=38.627, SD=44.198) and the lowest at 8:30 a.m. (M=8.020, SD=25.173).

**Sadness.** According to the Kruskal-Wallis test, there were significant differences in the sadness variable by time of day (H=303.532, p<0.001). Dunn's post hoc analysis of comparisons, using the Bonferroni correction, indicated differences between all pairs of hours between 8:30 a.m. and 12 p.m. (p<0.001), 1 p.m. (p<0.001), and 2 p.m. (p<0.001); between 12 pm and 1 pm (p<0.001) and 2 pm (p<0.001); between 1 pm and 2 pm (p<0.001). The highest sadness score occurred at 12 pm (M=2.007, SD=5.676), followed by 8:30 am (M=0.728, SD=1.645), 1 pm (M=0.669, M =2.610) and, finally, the one at 2 pm (M=0.688, SD=2.879).

Student B also showed significant differences in the sadness emotion during the day (M=681.358, p<0.001). The highest score occurred at 8:30am (1,484, SD=3,948) and the lowest at 2pm (0.759, SD=3.053).

**Neutral emotion.** Kruskal-Wallis test indicates significant differences in the neutral emotion variable according to the time of day (H=96.126, p<0.001). Dunn's post hoc analysis, using Bonferroni, indicates that there are differences between 8:30 am and 12 pm (p<0.001), 1 pm (p=0.031); between 12 pm and 2 pm (p<0.001), and finally, between 1 pm and 2 pm (p=0.009). The highest neutral emotion score occurred at 8:30 am (M=1.078, SD=7.397), followed by 12 pm (M=0.535, SD=4.257), 1 pm (M=0.482 SD03.178) and 2 pm (M=0.408, SD=2.245).

Student B had significant differences in neutral emotion throughout the day (H=617.216, p<0.001). Differences were shown between 8:30am and 12pm, 1pm and 2pm (all p<0.001), between 12pm and 2pm (p<0.001) and between 1pm and 2pm (p<0.001). The hour with the most neutral score was 8:30am (M=59.444, SD=44.390).
Academic performance. Finally, regarding the relationship between academic performance and emotions in the two participants, with the data obtained, we cannot analyse this relationship and draw conclusions. We only point out that student A got a lower score for happiness, higher for sadness, and lower for neutral than student B. Student A got a lower score with a 6 (out of 10) in both Maths and Chemical subjects, while Student B got a 10 in Mathematics and a 9 in Chemical.

4 Discussion

An exploratory study was chosen because it allows us to approach a problem that has been less or not investigated at all. In our case, testing whether emotional detection cameras for students has potential for education is a topic that has not been researched in our context.

In this pilot study, we collected a considerable amount of data from photographs obtained by installing the camera in the classroom. Subsequently, the faces and facial expressions of the students were recognised and categorised into six emotions and neutral emotion, all with monitoring and knowing the emotional state helps the teacher to take this into account.

The percentage of processed photographs differed between the two students (student A=34.416% and student B= 65.584%) not only because student A had three fewer sessions but also because of movements and posture, such as partially covering the face. This shows the complexity of recording and interpreting emotions, the sensitivity of the camera and the need to invest a lot of time in the data collection process to make it valid and consistent. [19] shows that the work of deep learning-based algorithms highly depends on the size of the dataset; in general, we need a large amount of training dataset to perform effectively.

In relation to the analysis of the obtained data, we have been able to explore several aspects, such as the relationship between the presented emotions, comparison of the two students and the relationship between emotions and time of day. Regarding the relationship between the emotions (27205 records) coming from the two students, draw the expected relationships (positive relationship between emotions of the same sign, or negative relationship between opposite emotions). Regarding the differences between the students in Maths and Chemical, we observed that there are hardly any differences if we consider each emotion globally, with sadness being the only significant difference between the two students. We interpret this because emotions arise at a particular time and in a particular context, precisely something shared by both. In order to get a more accurate understanding, we should monitor subjects in different classrooms/times.

Regarding time and its effect on emotions, we found significant differences between times in each of the emotions. There are similarities and differences between the two participants depending on the time of day. We inform that the school timetable of the students is continuous, from 8:30 am to 3:00 pm. We found that at 8:30 am both felt more anger and more neutral emotion, and at 2 pm, less anger and less sadness. With this data, it is not possible to draw conclusions, although there is
not a linear pattern but a curvilinear one, and what is possible is to get to know each individual student better. In addition, a study with the whole class group would allow a joint pattern to be established. It is important to carry out this type of study, because we have not found previous research that relates emotions and class time. There are studies that look at academic performance and school time, for example, empirical evidence of delaying the start time of the school day documented a positive impact on students’ academic performance [20]. [21] Evaluated performance as a function of time of day using standardised tests and competencies, based on almost 2 million US students aged 11-16, and found that students learn more in the morning, especially in subjects such as Mathematics and Language.

In Spain, there are very few studies on the impact of educational schedules in general [22]. It is possible that this is because it is difficult to monitor and that emotions are changeable and more difficult to assess and record continuously. However, thanks to the camera and software used in this study, it will be easier to explore this issue in future research.

In relation to academic performance in our scan, the student with the most positive and neutral and least negative emotion scored excellent. This is in line with the literature, which agrees that positive emotions are related to better learning processes [23], while negative emotions have a negative effect [24], or may have ambivalent effects [12]. A future study would be necessary to establish correlations between emotions and academic performance, controlling for variables such as absenteeism.

5 Conclusion

We have been able to create a code capable of detecting and recognising faces, identifying emotions and converting images into data, which can be processed, analysed and stored. This has allowed us to establish the occurrence and frequency of seven emotions and the neutral emotion for each student. We know we cannot draw conclusions about the content obtained as it is a pilot study, but it is possible to glimpse the potential usefulness of having systematised emotional information made possible by ER technology together with contextual variables for the teacher, and even for other educational levels, and the benefit it would have for students. We see this pilot study as a first step in exploring the potential of ER in the classroom in our cultural context.

At present, teachers carry out their task, per se demanding, in a complex scenario. Secondary schools in Spain have a ratio of 25 students, compared to 23 and 21 in OECD and EU countries, respectively [25]. Besides the number of students, the heterogeneity of students makes it difficult to watch and offer personalised attention during the class session. Given this, applied AI can contribute to improving the teaching and learning process by providing feedback to the teacher. Knowing the students’ emotions allows access to their genuine reactions to the learning environment. By detecting emotions that do not promote good learning, assuming that
positive emotions improve the process, it is possible to intervene, by adjusting the learning activities or by focusing on a specific student.

In addition, it is possible to monitor the level of different emotions according to the time of day, as we have seen. This could help school principals and educational administration to evaluate and change timetables in a justified way to optimise students’ well-being and academic performance.

With the stored data, long-term monitoring of the class group or individual students is possible, who may need special attention if a different pattern of emotional expression is detected. This opens up the possibility of preventing and detecting not only learning problems but also mental health problems.

Another contribution of our study is to propose a plausible alternative or complement to ER. Usually, emotions are self-reported through self-report and not in real-time, contributing to self-perception and memory biases.

Besides the face-to-face classroom, the use of ER can be useful in virtual classrooms, especially after the COVID-19 pandemic caused the explosion of virtualisation of synchronous classes with the use of cameras.

Finally, we provide evidence that it can bring a technological trend into the classroom with affordable financial resources and basic programming skills. This is in line with smart education, which embraces the technologies of the Fourth Industrial Revolution [26], which is the most revolutionary technological and social transformation, making things remote and increasing the efficiency and pleasure of our personal lives. This means that this kind of system could be extended to schools with no very large investment by the educational administration. A system like the one applied allows us to access data systematically and continuously, so we will get answers for which it would have been very difficult or impossible before.

Limitations. We highlight the inherent limitations of a pilot design, it is basically not possible to draw general conclusions and the sample is small.

About the limitations of the study and its development. On the one hand, health measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19, such as face masks, made it difficult to detect faces. We provided the students with transparent masks so that the camera could capture the mouth, essential for ER. However, this made it difficult to capture images when students were not facing the camera. On the other, the technical characteristics of the camera indicated a range of up to 9 metres. However, it had difficulty detecting beyond 3 metres. Thus, we conducted the exploratory study with fewer subjects than originally planned.

The observations were carried out on two male students, so it is not possible to explore gender differences, and they were carried out in the same learning context, so emotions may tend to be similar. Lastly, Mathematics and Chemical both require a high level of abstraction, which does not allow to compare the emotions generated with a different learning content.

Future research. On the basis of the results obtained, future lines of research can be considered.
- Identify more precisely the emotions expressed by students in response to specific learning content, methodologies, teaching style, and classroom environment, among other conditions.

- Monitor teachers’ emotions, due to the importance of the teacher’s role in the class climate, emotional development and student outcomes.

- Provide feedback to teachers and students on recorded emotions to assess their perception and usefulness for autoregulation.

- A study with a larger sample would be necessary to analyse the combined influence of emotions, academic performance and time of day.

- The evolution of the pilot study is to display the information to the teacher in real-time.
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